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INTRODUCTION

 

Since the first endoscopic visualization of 
the upper urinary tract by Young and McKay 
[1], technological advances and physician 
innovation have dramatically expanded 
the diagnostic and therapeutic applications of 
ureteroscopy (URS). Although ureteroscopic 
techniques were initially limited to 
diagnostic evaluation of the distal ureter, 
the development and ongoing refinement of 
semirigid and flexible instruments now make 
nearly all areas of the urinary tract accessible 
[2,3]. In addition, the introduction of new 
technology has broadened the diagnostic 
and therapeutic implications for URS beyond 
the realm of urinary stones to include 
the evaluation of patients with essential 

haematuria, the definitive management of 
ureteropelvic junction obstruction and 
ureteric strictures and the surveillance and 
treating of select patients with TCC involving 
the upper urinary tract [4,5] (Oxford Centre 
for Evidence-Based Medicine [OCEBM; http://
www.cebm.net/index.aspx?o

 

=

 

1025] level of 
evidence: R).

Despite the versatility of modern URS, 
definitive treatment of urinary stones remains 
the most common indication for performing 
ureteroscopic techniques [6] (R). Recently, the 
combined AUA and European Association of 
Urology (EAU) guidelines highlighted the 
changes in technology in URS that have made 
an impact on first treatment ureteric stone-
free rates when stratified by location and size, 

and when compared with shockwave 
lithotripsy (SWL). With the exception of 
proximal ureteric stones of 

 

<

 

10 mm, where 
SWL has a slightly better outcome, URS leads 
to significantly higher stone-free rates 
compared with SWL. The latter is dependent 
on stone size and location for clearance, while 
the stone size effect on URS efficacy seems to 
be much smaller [7] (2a/B).

The introduction of flexible URS allowed 
proximal ureteric stones of almost any size, 
and some renal stones, to be endoscopically 
treated. It is anticipated that the guidelines 
for proximal ureteric stones will indicate 
flexible URS as a first line treatment for 
proximal ureteric stones in the future [7] 
(2a/B) (Fig. 1).
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What’s known on the subject? and What does the study add?

 

Ureteroscopy outcome depends on the availability of the technological equipment and 
the surgeon experience.

This study tries to define the learning curve of ureteroscopy, to underline the current 
quality of training and to propose the minimum requirements for a curriculum in 
ureteroscopy.

The aim of the present review was to 
study factors influencing training and 
the maintenance of skills in performing 
ureteroscopy (URS). We searched on the 
following keywords in the Medline, 
Embase and Cochrane databases: renal or 
ureteric stone; ureteroscopy; endourology; 
educational; training; learning curve; 
expertise; skill; residency; practice; 
simulator; and robotics. We have defined, 
when possible, levels and grades of evidence, 
based on 2009 recommendations of the 
Oxford Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine. 
We found that technological advancement 
and surgeon experience is a predictive 
factor for success or complications of 
URS. Experience may be related to special 
endourology training, time passed after 
basic training and the number of procedures 
performed. Studies suggest that a resident 

must perform a certain amount of cases to 
gain proficiency with URS, but there is still 
a need for well designed studies for the 
learning curve of URS to be accurately 
defined. Training models may be useful for 
training in URS and stone disintegration. 
Stone centres that provide all the endoscopic 
treatment options seem to provide the 
best conditions to ensure a sufficient 
volume of patients required. Defining 

minimum requirements for training in URS 
and for maintaining certification is a major 
challenge, as is defining the learning curve 
in URS. Careful curriculum design in high-
volume stone centres may be the key to 
optimizing URS training.
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In the light of URS evolution over the last 
years and of increasing evidence relating the 
technological advancement and surgeon 
experience to ureteroscopic outcome, it is 
obvious that proper training in URS may 
further expand the indications to treat and 
the success rates, and further lower the 
complication rate related to the procedure.

In the present paper we aim to provide 
insight into the factors influencing training 
in ureteroscopic stone surgery and to 
propose a minimum training curriculum 
for URS. In addition, we provide specific 
recommendations for training and the 
number of URS procedures per year required 
to maintain a surgical proficiency.

 

METHODS

 

A critical review of the literature regarding the 
training in URS was conducted. We searched 
on the following keywords in the Medline, 
Embase and Cochrane databases: renal or 
ureteric stone; ureteroscopy; endourology; 
educational; training; learning curve; 
expertise; skill; residency; practice; simulator; 
and robotics. Only those articles that assessed 
the different aspects of training in URS were 
included. We have defined, when possible, 
levels and grades of evidence based on 2009 
recommendations of the OCEBM.

 

RESULTS

 

Ninety-three manuscripts derived from peer 
review journals were evaluated. Of these, 50 

articles dealing with ureteroscopic training 
and outcome were finally referenced. The 
rest of the studies were excluded owing to 
irrelevance of the topic, repeated or upgraded 
publication and evaluation of training in 
another sub-specialty of urology.

The following key factors related to training in 
URS were found: involvement in surgery and 
effect on URS outcome; definition of learning 
curve; quality of training; and different forms 
of training. Levels of evidence are stated in 
the corresponding sections for each one of 
the key factors.

INVOLVEMENT IN SURGERY AND EFFECT ON 
URS OUTCOME

Technological advancement and surgeon 
experience was shown in several studies 
to be a predictive factor for success and 
complications of ureterolithotripsy [6,8–13] 
(4/C) (Fig. 2 [6,8–13]). The degree of expertise 
of the surgeon in ureterolithotripsy or 
previous experience in URS performed for 
other indications were not assessed in any 
these studies. The definition of experience was 
also different in all these studies.

Experience may be related to special 
endourology training, time passed after 
basic training and the number of procedures 

performed. In a recent study, experienced 
endourologists who had been working as an 
endourological consultant for more than 3 
years achieved more favourable results than 
general urologists who had been working as 
consultants in other urological subspecialties, 
such as oncology, female urology and 
paediatric urology [13] (4/C).

In an analysis of experience at 28 medical 
centres Weinberg 

 

et al

 

. [8] observed a 
decrease from 4.9% to 3.3% in the number 
of intra-operative injuries with increased 
surgeon experience. The success rate 
reported by 11 hospitals that performed 

 

<

 

20 
procedures was lower (78%) compared with 
that of centres that had performed 

 

>

 

50 
procedures (84%) (4/C).

In the study by Schuster 

 

et al

 

. [10], surgeon 
experience was evaluated by comparing the 
single surgeon who performed 44% of cases 
with all other surgeons performing URS. This 
surgeon had a minimum (range) of 37 (37–58) 
cases yearly compared with a mean (range) of 
11.7 (0–42) yearly for the remaining surgeons 
(4/C).

Although having a junior urologist in charge 
of URS was associated with a significant 
decrease in stone-free rates and an increase 
in the incidence of intra-operative adverse 

 

FIG. 1. 

 

Flexible ureterorenoscope and 
ureterolithotripsy.

 

FIG. 2.

 

Ureterolithotripsy success and
complication rates related to

surgeon experience.
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events [12,13] (4/C) there is evidence to 
suggest better performance for trainees 
under direct supervision [11]. In the study 
by Leijte 

 

et al

 

. [11] surgeon experience was 
categorized into four groups depending on 
the number of cases performed by each 
urologist: 

 

>

 

20, 10–20, 

 

<

 

10, and residents 
under supervision. The success rate in the 
supervised residents group was higher than in 
the least experienced staff group. In addition 
the complication rate was lower (4/C). This 
finding indicates that URS is suitable for 
residents in training, provided that they are 
supervised by an experienced surgeon and 
that a video monitor is available. Indeed, 
residents are actively involved in URS. In a 
recent Canadian survey more than 75% of 
urologists were trained to perform URS 
and, among trainees, flexible URS was 
performed by 98.2% of residents in their 
final year. Approximately 39.3% of 
responders reported performing 

 

>

 

50 
flexible ureteroscopic procedures in the 
past year [14].

DEFINITION OF LEARNING CURVE

The surgical learning curve remains primarily 
a theoretical concept. In urology, studies 
defining the learning curve as a means of 
evaluating the surgical expertise and the 
number of procedures needed to gain surgical 
competence are mostly focused on cancer 
surgery and specifically on laparoscopic 
procedures [15] (2a/B). There is no published 
study on the learning curve for semirigid or 
flexible URS. Potential surrogate outcomes for 
use in defining the learning curve for URS 
may include stone-free rates, complication 
rates, operating times, fluoroscopy time, 
radiation doses, instrument damage and 
cost. The selection of endpoints was shown 
to affect significantly the definition of 
competence in endourology. When operating 
time was used as a surrogate marker for 
percutaneous nephrolithotomy, an estimated 
case load of 60 patients was necessary to 
reach a plateau [15–17] (4/C). However, if 
stone-free rates were regarded as an endpoint 
the plateau was achieved at the very initial 
cases, and the learning curve was a horizontal 
line [17] (4/C).

The question of how many procedures are 
needed to achieve satisfactory results in 
URS is still unanswered. In a retrospective 
study, Botoca 

 

et al

 

. [18] evaluated how 
accumulating experience led to a satisfactory 
level of skills. The acceptable level of skills 

was defined as the moment when the rates 
of success and complications showed a 
tendency to plateau at a level similar to the 
results mentioned in the EAU guidelines. 
The tendency to plateau appeared after 
approximately 50 procedures without 
wide variations between the five surgeons 
enrolled in the study. The authors comment 
that the ureterosocopy learning curve is 
relatively long although we should not forget 
that individual skills may differ and each 
urologist may have their own learning curve 
pattern.

In July 2009 the Accreditation Council 
for Graduate Medical Education [19] 
mandated minimum numerical thresholds 
for procedures as part of the accreditation 
process for urology residency programmes. 
Three participation categories count towards 
minimums: surgeon; teaching assistant; 
and first assistant. For all these categories a 
minimum of 40 ureteroscopies are required 
for a qualified trainee. Under the term 
‘ureteroscopy’, the following pathologies 
are included: stricture; ureteropelvic junction 
obstruction; stone removal; laser tumour 
biopsy; and resection. The Review Committee 
for Urology indicates that urological practice 
should focus on the number of individual 
cases performed for a given indication (e.g. 
URS vs SWL) and that training should provide 
a sufficient number of cases to each resident 
to allow for competence.

QUALITY OF TRAINING

Another objective is to determine the 
durability of training and whether the 
practice after residency is related to the 
training. Approximately 75% of urologists in 
north central USA were trained to perform 
URS during their residency as shown in a 
recent e-mail survey. Fellowship-trained 
endourologists, academic urologists, and 
urologists in practice for 

 

<

 

5 years were 
more likely to use URS and less likely to 
use SWL for urinary calculi. This finding 
was clearly related to their training. 
Compared with other urologists, fellowship-
trained endourologists were more likely to 
use URS for lower pole calculi 

 

<

 

5 mm (25% 
vs 35%) and 5 to 10 mm (24% vs 60%) in 
size [20]. These findings are to be expected, 
as most fellowship-trained endourologists 
receive additional training in performing 
advanced URS, and so would be more 
comfortable performing these procedures 
for smaller stones as well.

Chatterjee 

 

et al

 

. [21] evaluated whether the 
technical skills acquired during a 1-h didactic 
session and 1-h hands-on-training course are 
maintained over time. They have evaluated 
residents’ performance on rigid URS and 
basket manipulation of a small midureteric 
stone immediately after the course and 1 year 
and 2 years after training. Interestingly, URS 
skills were retained and continued to improve 
2 years after completing an intense training 
session that uses high-fidelity bench models 
(2c/B).

Ureteroscopic experience during residency 
is important for the maintenance and 
development of skills, even though they 
appear to plateau after 1 year. Over the 2-year 
of follow-up, the mean (range) number of 
ureteroscopies, of which the residents 
performed 

 

>

 

75% of the surgery, was 6.4 
(0–32). Residents performing 

 

>

 

50

 

th

 

 percentile 
of cases improved by 59% compared with a 
45% improvement for those who performed 
fewer cases. This difference, however, was not 
significant. Although observing URS, defined 
as performing 

 

<

 

75% of the surgery, would be 
expected to further improve residents’ skill, 
separate analysis showed no correlation 
with improvement and the number of 
cases observed. Although this evidence may 
strengthen the value of proper basic training, 
the authors underline possible study biases 
such as the small sample size, the lack of 
power and under-reporting of observed 
cases. Relative improvement may imply that 
residents’ clinical experience improved their 
performance on the bench model but no 
direct correlation with competence in the 
clinical setting can be made [21].

TRAINING MODELS

Training models may have a certain role in 
the training of novices in urological practical 
skills. Recently, Schout 

 

et al

 

. [22] (2a/B) 
published an update on training models 
in endourology, including URS. The authors 
systematically reviewed the literature 
describing an endourological training 
model and incorporated all articles that have 
subjected a model to testing with regard to a 
face, content, construct or criterion validity. In 
all, 19 articles have described URS, with 27 
models of nine different types [23–44] (2a/B 
to 5/D). Since their review three more studies 
have been published [45–47] (2b/B) (Table 1).

These training tools included virtual 
reality (VR) [46], bench [26,33,47], animal 
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[33,36,42,43,45] and human models [44] 
(Table 2). The most frequently described URS 
model was the URO Mentor (Simbionix, 
Cleveland, OH, USA), a computer-based VR 
model offering semirigid and flexible URS 
modules (Fig. 3). The second most described 
model was the Uro-Scopic trainer (Limbs & 
Things, Bristol, UK). This high-fidelity bench 
model creates the possibility of training with 
real-time instruments as used in the 
operating room.

There are several considerations that prevail 
in selecting a model, including effectiveness 
in shortening trainees’ learning curves, 
associated research evidence and financial 
issues. Validation of the various models is 
crucial and, also of upmost importance, is 
the assessment of whether the laboratory 
proficiency acquired in inanimate and VR 
models correlates with improved performance 
in humans.

The majority of studies validating URS 
training models focus on construct validity 
which has the ability to distinguish between 
different levels of experience [22] (2a/B).

The results of 26 validation studies in the 
present review and of other contemporary 
studies [22,45–47] (2a/B, 2b/B) of either 
VR models or bench models for the URS 
procedure concluded that the URO Mentor 
as well as the Limbs & Things and Mediskills 
bench models can discriminate between 
different levels of expertise [28,30–
32,34,36,39,40]. Only three of these articles, 
two on VR models and one on a bench 
model, reported on prospective randomized 
controlled trials [28,36,37] and received the 
highest OCEBM level of evidence (1b/A). They 
have all confirmed that use of VR or bench 
models resulted in more rapid acquisition of 
ureteroscopic skills in novice trainees with no 
prior surgical training.

The most important step in the validation 
process, the transfer from simulator to the 
patient, has been addressed in three studies 
[31,32,40]. Ogan 

 

et al

 

. [31] (3b/B) found, in 
a prospective experiment, that training on 
a VR ureterorenoscopy simulator improved 
performance on a male cadaver. Brehmer 

 

et al

 

. [40] (2b/B) compared experts’ real-time 
performances with their performances on a 
simulator. Knoll 

 

et al

 

. [32] (3b/B) trained five 
residents in the URS procedure on the URO 
Mentor and compared their performances on 
the simulator with performances in patients 
by five other residents by having unblinded 
supervisors rate the residents’ performances. 
All these studies agreed that individual 
experience correlated with individual 
performance on the simulator. Simulator 
training was helpful in improving clinical skills 
[32]. For novice endoscopists, performance on 
the simulator after training predicted 
operative performance, but simulation was 

unable to override the impact of clinical 
training [31]. Those urologists who were 
sub-specialised in endourology scored 
significantly higher than the others on both 
patients and the model [40].

Regarding the significance of the model’s 
fidelity, Matsumoto 

 

et al

 

. [37] did not 
find significant differences between the 
performance of groups trained on a high-
fidelity model ($3700) and low-fidelity 
model ($20) (1b/A). The same conclusion 
was reached by Chou 

 

et al

 

. [33] (2b/B) who 
showed that medical students’ skills and 
ability to perform a basic ureteroscopic stone 
management procedure was independent 
of whether the training method was a VR 
simulator or a URS training model.

 

DISCUSSION

 

For centuries it was believed that the 
cornerstone of surgical skills acquisition 
was practice. Without underestimating the 
importance of the Halstedian apprenticeship, 
which involves an extensive period of hands-
on training with patients, the acquisition of 
surgical competence is far more complicated. 
The mastery of surgical techniques involves 
the theoretical and practical knowledge of 
the procedure and its indications and the 
technical expertise to practise the procedure. 
In addition, the cognitive aspects of surgical 
practice constituted mainly by accurate 
judgment and clinical decision-making, 
sufficient communication and collaboration 
skills, together with leadership and 
professionalism, have a major impact on 
surgical outcome.

There is no doubt that both psychomotor and 
cognitive skills are acquired by appropriate 
training. An ideal curriculum should be able to 
affect adequate knowledge and help in the 
acquisition of all necessary skills (Table 3).

 

TABLE 1 

 

Key issues, level of evidence, and recommendations as cornerstones for training and maintaining surgical skills in ureteroscopic stone surgery

 

Key issues Evidence Recommendation
Definition of learning curve No clear definition of which outcomes should be used

as surrogate markers
Definition of outcomes to be used as endpoints of the training

Quality of training Performing URS during residency increases the chances
of performing routine URS after training

Defining a minimum training curriculum and fellowships in
endourology in reference stone centres

Training models Sufficient inanimate and VR models. Scarcity of animal
models

Define general guidelines concerning methods, settings, and data
interpretation.

Correlation of trainee’s performance on a model with operating
room performance

 

FIG. 3. 

 

Uro Mentor system (Simbionix) for 
ureterorenoscopy.
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Residency training in urological surgery is 
changing to an educational experience driven 
by outcomes instead of process. In the USA 
the change was driven by the recertification 
operating logs submitted to the American 
Board of Urology. The data indicated 
that the average urologist at the time of 
certification and at the time of recertification 
performs a relatively low number of major 
urological operations [48]. A minimum of 40 
ureteroscopies during residency were decided 
to be sufficient for the qualified trainee [19].

Although this number of URS cases appears 
reasonable, there are concerns about whether 
it is achievable for the average trainee. 
Recently there has been an increase in the 
trend for using URS for stones in every day 
practice. In a survey, which was conducted 
using the electronic mail lists of the AUA and 
the Endourological Society, 75% and 30–40% 
of the urologists will use URS for mid- and 
upper ureteric stones, respectively [49]. This 
certainly constitutes an improvement when 
compared with the 50% and 15% figures in 
an older report [50]. However, even when 
academic departments were included, among 
urologists in north central USA, use of URS 
was largely restricted to the management of 
distal ureteric calculi (44%, 80%, 90% and 
84% for stones 

 

<

 

5 mm, 5–20 mm, 10–20 mm 
and 

 

>

 

20 mm in size, respectively) and 
proximal ureteric calculi (23%, 43%, 46% 
and 43% for stones 

 

<

 

5 mm, 5–10 mm, 
10–20 mm and 

 

>

 

20 mm in size, respectively) 
[20]. This finding certainly raises concerns 
regarding the number available for 
residents. Indeed, approximately 39.3% 
of Canadian trainees reported performing 

 

>

 

50 flexible ureteroscopic procedures per 
year [14].

In 2005, a European Society of 
Urotechnology’s survey revealed that on 
average 23 URS procedures per month per 
department were performed globally, with 
URS more frequently performed outside 
Europe. At the time of that survey a 
significant majority of surveyed urologists 
performed URS with a semirigid (79%) 
instead of a flexible instrument (21%) [51].

These findings indicate that the challenge 
currently rests with organizational leaders of 
urology to design programmes that ensure 
the acquisition of both the theoretical and the 
practical needs of a modern curriculum.

Today, urologists must still learn how to 
perform URS safely and effectively by 
themselves with or without close 

 

TABLE 2 

 

Ureterorenoscopy models

 

Type of model Manufacturer Reference Level of evidence (OCEBM 2009)
VR Duke University Medical Center, Durham, NC, USA; Simbionix [23–25] 2c/B
VR Simbionix [26–36,46] 1b/A to 5/D
Bench (low fidelity) University of Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Department of Urologic Surgery, University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, MN, USA

[37,38,45] 1b/A, 2c/B
2b/B

Bench (URO Mentor) (high fidelity) Limbs & Things, Savannah, GA, USA [26,33,36–39] 1b/A to 3b/B
Bench (high fidelity) Mediskills Models, Northampton, UK [36,40,41] 1b/A, 2b/B, 2b/B
Bench (high fidelity) Michigan State University www.idealanatomic.com [47] 2b/B
Animal, porcine kidney Klinikum Coburg Germany [36,42] 1b/A, 4/C
Animal, porcine kidney Southern Illinois University School of Medicine, Springfield, IL, USA [43] 5/D
Animal, porcine kidney University of California, Irvine, CA, USA [33] 2b/B
Human, uterus University Medical Center, Shreveprot, LA, USA [44] 5/D

 

TABLE 3 

 

Proposal for the minimum requirements for a curriculum in URS

 

Competence Identify outcomes. Levels to be reached for the different outcomes
Medical expertise Theoretical and practical knowledge of the instruments, technique and its 

indications
Technical expertise Access and lithotripsy in simple/medium complicated cases under strict 

supervision
Complete or part of the procedure may be done under supervision depending 

on trainee skills and residency level
Judgement/clinical 

decision-making
Correct anamnesis with special emphasis on the previous stone history and 

operations
Correct assessment of risk and benefits of the different lithiasis interventions 

and of URS
Communication To be able to communicate with the patient and relatives the nature of the 

procedure as well as alternatives, possible complications and consequences
Collaboration To be able to contact the different specialists involved in the management of 

stone diathesis as well those who can be potentially involved in the 
procedure

Management and 
leadership

Coordination of the procedure resulting in an effective, safe, and efficient 
treatment in the appropriate time frame

Health advocacy To be able to counsel patients and take adequate preventive measures
Scholar and teacher Participating in continuing medical education and be able to identify ways to 

update knowledge and implement new technical skills
Professionalism To be able to apply the ethical principles that drive the patient–doctor 

relationship and to refer the patient to a more qualified colleague when 
indicated. To recognize their own professional limitations

 

Table adapted and modified from De la Rosette 

 

et al

 

. [15].
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supervision. Training in the more 
technically challenging aspects of upper 
ureteric URS and ureterorenoscopy with 
flexible instruments is highly recommended 
and must be encouraged, but the tenet, ‘see 
one, do one, teach one’ in surgical education 
is no longer practical. Time constraints, 
societal influences, medico-legal and ethical 
issues, and financial constraints make it 
difficult for surgical educators to use the 
operating room as the main venue to teach 
surgical skills. Endourological simulation 
seems to be realistic and useful for 
endourological purposes. Training on bench 
and VR models improves dexterity in URS. This 
was shown by randomized controlled studies 
[28,36,37]. Simulator training was also helpful 
in improving clinical skills when operating on 
patients [40]. Fortunately, it appears that 
inexpensive, low-fidelity URS simulators have 
a similar impact on educational experience to 
significantly more expensive VR simulation 
systems.

The study samples were, however, limited to 

 

<

 

40, lowering the power of these studies. 
Irrespective of the low number of enrolments, 
the significant differences in at least some of 
the objective criteria during simulation imply 
that the effects of training with some models 
are very strong [22]. Yet, the significance 
of simulators cannot be overestimated. 
Anatomically incorrect models may lead to 
learning of an incorrect technique.

In a few studies on URS simulation the major 
factor examined was time. Although time is 
easy and objective to measure, it is not 
the main aim of training on a model. All 
models can and should yield more objective 
assessments using Objective Structured 
Assessment of Technical Skills (OSATS). OSATS 
results include psychomotor skills such as 
handling of instruments, identification of 
calices, lithotripsy and basketing and 
cognitive skills, such as knowledge of the 
procedure, respect of tissue treatment 
planning, troubleshooting and peri-operative 
management. All these factors appear to 
be stronger on relevance than just time 
[24,33,40,45]. The URS curriculum proposed 
by McDougall and Clayman [52] was based on 
these principles.

Yet the performance of OSATS has its own 
caveats. Although it has been shown to have 
reliability and validity in assessing URS 
performance, the specific cut-off point 
that distinguishes the competent from 

the incompetent surgeon has not yet been 
defined. In addition, there are differences 
between individuals in their level of skill 
acquisition whatever the training method. 
Some individuals may require more training 
time or additional expert supervision during 
training before reaching a competency level 
acceptable for the clinical environment. This 
has not been sufficiently validated within 
current models.

In summarizing the significance of training 
models we certainly agree with the 
conclusion of Schout 

 

et al

 

. [22] in their 
comprehensive review that none of the 
urology training models described and 
researched up to now can be said to have 
proven validity for use in specialty training.

Surgical training in the operating room 
under the supervision of a senior surgeon 
is still, and may always be, a crucial step in 
training. Performance in the operating room 
environment is the desired endpoint and ‘gold 
standard’ with which all surgical skills training 
is eventually compared. Performance may 
remain erratic until the trainee undergoes 
sufficient and correct repetitive practice. 
Fellowship training in large volume 
stone centres may be an effective way 
to increase a surgeon’s experience and 
strengthen his/her confidence in URS. 
Currently, the Endourological Society 
supports fellowships in endourology that 
require a minimum of 60 total ureteroscopies 
per fellow in 2 years. This minimum number 
required may eventually shorten the difficult 
learning curve of all types of URS [53].

Although this has not been evaluated for URS 
there are some data from other urological 
subspecialties indicating that fellowships 
modify the learning curve of the surgeon [54]. 
In addition, practice within high-volume 
stone centres may facilitate the acquisition of 
advanced skills to successfully overcome real-
life anatomical and stone difficulties. It is in 
these centres that the role of the educator 
becomes clear. The educator remains a key 
element on the training process, initially as an 
instructor, and later in developing judgement 
and strengthening the knowledge and 
interpretation of what is observed in order 
to create a truly competent surgeon [33].

It has been our experience that as most 
fellowship-trained endourologists receive 
additional training in performing advanced 
URS, they become more comfortable 

performing these procedures as consultants 
[20].

Finally, there is a trend in using URS more 
often and to advance its use for more 
complex stones of the upper tract, 
replacing both SWL and percutaneous 
nephrolithotripsy. We believe that a resident 
should perform at least 50 procedures to 
obtain good proficiency during the residency 
period. This number necessitates a large 
total number of stone cases per year per 
department to ensure a comprehensive 
training programme. Taking into 
consideration the impending shortage of 
urological surgeons and the increase in the 
estimated cost of training [55] the role of 
academic departments with an adequate 
caseload and an appropriate number of 
residents may be the key to the best training 
in URS in the future.

 

CONCLUSION

 

Defining the minimum requirements for 
training in URS and for the maintenance 
of certification is a major challenge, as is 
defining the learning curve in URS. Currently 
no validated surrogate markers define the 
learning curve, and consequently data on 
continuing educational markers cannot be 
extrapolated. The mean number of procedures 
performed during or after the training 
represents only a bare figure and does not 
provide any information on the complexity of 
the procedure or quality of the performance. 
Training models have a certain role in URS 
training, although high-quality studies 
are still needed. It is quite clear that new 
forms of training must be incorporated 
into learning the surgical skills. In addition, 
practising in specialized high-volume 
centres is recommended to maintain one’s 
proficiency.
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TRAINING IN URETEROSCOPY: A CRITICAL 
APPRAISAL OF THE LITERATURE

As surgical educators, we have seen 
significant changes occurring in surgery over 
the past decade, which have had significant 
impact on the way we train surgeons. 
Financial constraints, medico-ethical issues of 
learning new procedures while treating 
patients, and greater restrictions on the 
number of hours a resident can work in a 
week, have all had an impact on opportunities 
for residents to learn their skills in the 
operating room [1–3]. As a result, we can no 
longer rely on the operating room as the sole 
teaching venue for surgical residents. The 
authors of this review have focussed on 
studies looking at factors influencing training 
and maintaining ureteroscopic skills. They 
have identified, critiqued and assigned levels 
of evidence scores based on quality of study 
design. The learning factors identified 
integrate well with existing psychomotor 
frameworks, such as one proposed by Fitts 
and Posner [4], where acquisition of new skills 

occurs in three phases: cognitive (steps are 
learned, movement is erratic), integrative 
(movements become smoother) and 
autonomous (procedures flow with little 
cognitive input). The learning curve of 
acquiring new skills can be accelerated by 
using bench, virtual reality, animal and 
cadaveric models, especially during the 
cognitive and integrative step. In theory, 
‘competence’ can be achieved upon 
completion of residency. The autonomous 
phase, may not be achieved until further into 
independent practice. And finally, to become 
the expert or master, may require another 10 
years of ‘perfect practice’ based on Ericsson’s 
theory on expertise [5]. It is possible, that 
‘proficiency’ could be achieved, in <50 cases, 
with the appropriate use of a training model 
and curriculum that stresses and teaches the 
critical constructs necessary for successful 
ureteroscopy. It is encouraging to see such 
interest in surgical education research. It will 
be a matter of time before we are able to 
attest to a residents’ ‘competence’ using valid 
and reliable high-stakes technical skills 
assessment tools.
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